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考试题预祝所有考生顺利通过考试！ I. Vocabulary Directions:

There are 20 incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence

there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the ONE

answer that best completes the sentence and mark your answer on

the Answer Sheet. 1. I could just see a car in the distance, but I

couldnt ___what color it was. A. make out B. look to C. look out D.

take in 2. The ___of new scientific discoveries to industrial

production methods usually make jobs easier to do. A. addition B.

association C. application D. affection 3. He mumbled something

and blushed as though a secret had been___. A. imposed B. exposed

C. composed D. opposed 4. Mr. Morgan can be very sad ___,

though in public he is extremely cheerful. A. in person B. in private

C. by himself D. as individual 5. You should these tables and buy

new ones. A. throw off B. throw down C. throw up D. throw away 6.

___ their suggestions, we will discuss them fully at the next meeting.

A. In regard for B. In regard to C. With regard of D. Regardless for 7.

The medicine which the doctor gave her can only ___her

temporarily from pain. A. relax B. relieve C. relay D. release 8. On

cloudy nights it is not possible to see the stars with ___ eye. A. naked

B. bare C. flesh D. pure 9. Many new __ will be opened up in the



future for those with a university education. A. opportunities B.

necessities C. probabilities D. realities 10. The weather is highly __ at

this time of the year and it is hard to know what to wear. A. various

B. variant C. variable D. varied 11. When you go to a new country,

you must __ yourself to new manners and customs. A. adopt B. fit C.

suit D. adapt 12. I found myself completely ___by his vivid

performance. A. carried out B. carried off C. carried away D. carried

on 13. These safety measures will __ the reduction of accidents. A.

give in B. result from C. result in D. originate in 14. Some discussion

has ___about who should be put in charge of this project. A. risen B.

lifted C. raised D. arisen 15. __ these changes we must revise our

plan. A. In the course of B. In the light of C, In spite of D. In addition

to 16. Although the examination he had passed was unimportant, his

success___him in his later study. A. persuaded B. promised C. urged

D. encouraged 17. More and more cheaper materials are being ___

for the better, more expensive kind in production. A. replaced B.

displaced C. substituted D. transformed 18. We are taking___ a

collection to buy flowers for John because he is in the hospital. A. to

B. up C. over D. off 19. This is ___the first time you have been late.

A. under no circumstances B. on no account C. by no means D. for

no reason 20. The taxi had to ___because the traffic light had turned
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